01 Sep  07:26 am MDT  Tran-Nat
Stop and go traffic is a fact of life, so don't let it get to you. When you just can't push through, wait a bit and things will clear ahead, then take another step. Resistance is brief but strong, so avoid small confrontations that will go away on their own. Relax, turn your radio on, and blow off the bumper to bumper.

01 Sep  08:00 am MDT  Tran-Nat
Running out of gas on a dark country road is never fun, so it might be well to stick to the well-lit streets of life for a bit, as you may have less to bring to the task and a greater likelihood of losing control of it. This, too, will pass, and with a refilled tank, you can go anywhere you want.

01 Sep  10:30 am MDT  Tran-Nat
Sudden realization of overall requirements and dimensions can give you a better handle on what's really. Clear demands are more easily met and you know where you stand when the possible and impossible are sorted out. Limitations become clear, so they become easier to work around.

01 Sep  03:00 pm MDT  Tran-Nat
Say what you feel and feel what you say -- it's easy now and you can do so with little fear of getting into trouble. Conversely, you can better understand what others are trying to tell you at the gut level, so heart-to-heart communication can flourish. Words flow and seem to have more meaning, reach further.

01 Sep  03:32 pm MDT  Tran-Nat
If you find yourself being pushed into situations that tax your limits, make sure they're worth the energy you expend. Repetitive stress injury, so to speak, is something you want to avoid, so do enough to get the job done properly and no more. The price of perfection may be dislocation elsewhere, so don't overdo it.

02 Sep  00:30 am MDT  Tran-Nat
Head and heart go hand in hand and workable solutions are available that feel as good as they work. You can put emotions into phrases that hit the mark and get your message across in more than just words. Multilevel thinking enables you to see all sides of the issue and be a friend and helpmate to all concerned.

02 Sep  00:58 am MDT  Tran-Nat
Your usual clarity may come only in fits and starts as the inner dream world surfaces occasionally and distracts the mind while inspiring the heart. If you are quick, you can use one state of mind to draw out the other -- or they can just trip each other up before either really gets going. See what you can do.

02 Sep  07:07 am MDT  Tran-Nat
Ardent feelings are reinforced by spirited conversation and instinctual moves that don't require forethought. Let feelings flow and they will carry you along without your having to step on the gas. Whatever comes out first is probably the most sincere, so don't double-check your
reactions, just go with the gut.

02 Sep 08:47 am MDT Tran-Nat 25° 30'
Prepare to dish up your best ideas, as they will be back-ordered as soon as you put them out for sale. Whatever is in your head is fodder for the famished and grist for the mill, so put a proper price on it and don't be shy. It's a seller's market for the best you have to offer -- put it on the market.

02 Sep 10:40 am MDT Tran-Nat 01° 10'
Subtle feelings and intangible but reliable intuition allow increasing buildup of emotional communication, as plans come ever closer to realization. Slow and easy swings you along at just the right pace, there's no hurry to completion. It will come in its own time. Enjoy the journey.

02 Sep 11:25 am MDT Tran-Nat 17° 49'
It is easier than usual to live within your limitations, as you have less motivation than usual to break them. A certain satisfaction and communication with the status quo allows you comfortable breathing space and patience to make the most of what is available before moving on to uncharted territory.

02 Sep 01:47 pm MDT Tran-Nat 25° 45'
Down-to-earth reality mixed with a lively imagination provides just the brew that's in demand. If you don't dream too far ahead, today will live out the aspirations of yesterday and wish fulfillment will become a daily affair. Great expectations aren't required, just an array of small hopes that can reasonably come to fruition.

02 Sep 09:58 pm MDT Tran-Nat 07° 34'
You've got extra support if you look for it. It's a good time to crank up your creativity and give birth to something new and exciting. You can do it by yourself, but you might find you get further if you draw other people into your plans and use their willing help to propel your propositions forward.

02 Sep 10:59 pm MDT Tran-Nat 08° 09'
This is a good time to let your hair down and enjoy before someone else lets it down instead. Let urge carry you, as tight schedules will get snarled if you fight it. R&R is not just time off, it's renewal, putting more in the pipeline on return.

03 Sep 02:06 am MDT Tran-Nat 09° 56'
A good time to wind up projects, particularly emotional ones; this point of completion bears the next month's beginnings and allows you to regear to start things up anew. Look ahead at the next few days to see how quickly to reengage or just take a break. Consult your Lunar Return chart to see what the next month will bring.

03 Sep 07:18 am MDT Tran-Nat 13° 08'
If you want something big, start out asking for something small and work your way up to it. It's easy to connect and swell your bounty if you do it incrementally, one step at a time. When you make the best of what you have, the icing on the cake is provided along with a recipe for another. A slow cooker makes lie especially succulent.

03 Sep 07:40 am MDT Tran-Nat 13° 08'
So near, yet so far away. You may find your reach exceeds your grasp, and like King Tantalus, the grapes you seek are just beyond your fingertips. Don’t strain yourself stretching, be content with what’s at hand until they move closer, which they will. Just keep a positive attitude, so they won’t be sour grapes when they finally fall into your lap.

03 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 08:24 pm MDT Tran-Nat 20° 34'  
This is a good time to establish your physical stride at its best, a broad, loping run that eats up the miles of life. Pick a preferred pace that you can live up to, and your energy level will actually rise and your accomplishments blossom. Wise, intuitive decisions make you fuel efficient with energy to burn.

04 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 09:49 am MDT Tran-Nat 28° 32'  
This is the time during the lunar month that is closest to the "pits." Most likely time to catch cold, get overlooked, find yourself ignored. Energy is low and efforts are more ineffectual than usual -- either push twice as hard or take the day off and wait for improvement. You'll be back in style in no time.

04 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 02:12 pm MDT Tran-Nat 01° 10'  
Resist the temptation to overdo, physically or emotionally, to the point of diminishing returns. It's easy to trip wearing seven-league boots, so if you're not steady on the first step or two, downsize or wait to proceed until you've got your balance. Your initial take will require refinement, so don't expect to score with your first shot.

04 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 02:32 pm MDT Tran-Tran 24° 05'  
Pluto Stationary Direct in 04th House

04 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 05:50 pm MDT Tran-Nat 03° 22'  
Health and wealth conspire to put you on the map, so tend your resources and they will tend you. Fitness and energy is as important as what’s in your wallet, and that alone can give you the appearance of success. Make sure the daily routine is fine-tuned and you'll be hearing about it from admirers.

04 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 07:13 pm MDT Tran-Nat 04° 12'  
Small aberrations and wanderings from the main highway will get you everything. Explore those byways, there may be gold in them thar’ hills. Just off the well-beaten path you'll find the scenic route where you can stake your claim ahead of the pack. In short, it's time to cash in on the mildly unusual -- tune into it.

04 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 09:49 pm MDT Tran-Nat 16° 10'  
Pressing the point too strongly only leads to arguments, not triumph, so when you catch wind of weak positions strongly defended, pass them by and they will collapse on their own. Confront them, and a Pyrrhic victory is the best you'll get. Rumors of war are just that, born of the breeze and blown away by it.

05 Sep ☉ ☉ 06 04:45 am MDT Tran-Nat 10° 00'  
Time for quick housework to restore order, smooth operation inside and out. Reestablishment of regimen lets each path run unobstructed, snarls and tangles won't appear to begin with, so take the short, but tedious, time it takes to do it.

05 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 02:38 pm MDT Tran-Nat 13° 08'
September 2006 Details for Ernest Hemingway

You don’t have to be demanding to get what you want, just a simple request will be granted as if routine. Decorating your life can be easy if you let it, and letting it will get you everything. ’Tis your season to be merry, so drink it in without swilling to hard at the cup. Savor your flavors and they continue to please.

05 Sep 02:46 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  16° 10’
There’s a feeling that the Force is with you, and if you lay back and let circumstances float your boat, it most certainly is. Simply will away obstacles and they will crumble in your path. Envision what you need and it will appear for you right on time. Have faith, and you will have had reason to.

05 Sep 03:56 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  28° 32’
A steady, even gait eats up the miles and leaves you feeling effortlessly refreshed. You don’t have to be miserly with your fuel to save on gas, just do your body’s speed limit without going over and you’ll have plenty extra to burn. A well-banked fire burns hot and steady, and it lasts the whole night through.

05 Sep 05:27 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  17° 49’
Showing your feelings may not be the best thing to do right now. Keeping to yourself could save you from unwanted entanglements. Be staunch, do not stoop to complain, and you will gain the respect of all for your worldly reticence. Send requests through channels and things will flow more easily.

05 Sep 07:17 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  17° 49’
Faulty information can hang you up, and chasing a false lead can waste even more precious time. Be suspicious of unasked-for criticism, as it may be offered just to slow you up. Better right now to rely on what you already knew and not what you are being told. Turning a deaf ear may be just what will see you through.

06 Sep 05:47 am MDT  Tran-Nat  25° 30’
It’s a time for counterintuitive solutions, so think outside of the box, that is likely where the answers lie. If it feels right, it’s probably not, so don’t jump to conclusions based on a hunch. Bat ideas and feelings back and forth and look at both sides of the issue before you reach to a final conclusion.

06 Sep 06:11 am MDT  Tran-Nat  25° 45’
Use the everyday reality around you as fuel for the ideal world of your imagination and you’ll find yourself a general inspiration to all. When hope and belief are applied hands-on to the real world, the inner self can make its mark on the outer and the stuff of dreams coming true becomes your instrument to play.

06 Sep 02:49 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  01° 10’
Sometimes you just know it’s right and jump without hesitation. Right now that can put you well ahead of the game, as a good sense of what will work finds something sensible to work with. The general feeling all around is that your plan is the best one, so take advantage and move as far as you can.

06 Sep 06:18 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  03° 22’
Getting noticed and getting the job done may not seem to go hand in hand, as personal issues may overlap professional obligations. Don’t expect the best of both worlds, but make
sure you get your piece of each. Personal and partner issues will dominate for the moment. You can pick up on the rest later.

06 Sep 07:38 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Riled-up emotions can stir up harsh words, so watch your mouth and think before you speak. It's easy to get into a pointless argument, so when in doubt, agree to disagree if at all possible. Don't let annoying disagreements get your goat -- put your patience hat on and do your best to act like a saint. It's something to shoot for, anyway.

06 Sep 10:51 pm MDT Tran-Nat
The more you underplay the best you have to offer, the more people will want it. Modesty is the best policy and good taste demands small portions, with an option for seconds and thirds. Measured bounty does not exhaust itself and has long-term appeal, so offer up just enough to please but not to overwhelm.

07 Sep 00:58 am MDT Tran-Nat
This is a temporary lull in the month and you can book extra time here as there will be cancellations. The spotlight is on others close to you, so be willing to play a supporting role and pass the ball on to another -- it will come back soon enough. It's counterpoint time in your monthly symphony -- let the other instruments fill in.

07 Sep 07:09 am MDT Tran-Nat
It's becoming clearer than ever what actions you should take. This is the time to figure out and nail down just what you want to do. Organize your energies, mete out your inner expenditures, and delegate anything you don't feel should tap your own resources. Plot out the course for the race until you know every turn.

07 Sep 09:47 am MDT Tran-Nat
Ask and you shall receive. 'Tis the season, while it lasts (for a day or so), so if you want it, go for it. Part of it is about intuitively knowing just what to ask for, what's really available, and who's in the mood for giving. Go with your feelings and you'll be surprised at what's at your command.

07 Sep 02:33 pm MDT Tran-Nat
It can seem too easy to simply push your way through, but right now you'll find that can be a losing strategy. The more you shove, the more resistance you get. It's not paranoia, but it's not really a plot, either. Just back off and the whole problem vanishes. Take another route.

07 Sep 05:10 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Don't let negative thinking get you down -- criticism for its own sake is a waste of time. Lack of confidence can take the wind out of your sails, so believe in yourself even when others don't. Sail straight and true through the currents of self-doubt and ignore the sometimes jealous remarks of others who would see you give up.

07 Sep 09:30 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Resist the temptation to fly off the handle if things take an unexpected turn or your current effort is suddenly derailed. Change and negotiation will get things back on track, but blowups are harder to heal, so avoid them. Things said in the heat of passion should be about passion itself -- keep it that way.

08 Sep 05:42 am MDT Tran-Nat
Illusions and delusions can wear the mask of true inspiration, so thread your way among them to the truth and don't fall for the first fantasy that comes to mind. Possibilities may evaporate as quickly as they appear, and that is for the best -- better to let them go than seize on what will not support you.

08 Sep 10:06 am MDT Tran-Nat
The Moon is in your element, and so are you. Like minds and hearts gravitate toward you -- together you could rule the world, or ought to. Use this smooth energy to make big strides, conquer new ground so you'll be in ever better position when the situation is less ideal. Make time.

08 Sep 02:14 pm MDT Tran-Nat
A quick stab at digging out that extra piece of research, evidence can provide the final piece of the puzzle. Facts that are hard to find can be rooted out and put a new light on things, not only on the outside, but within.

08 Sep 05:21 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Although the opportunity may present itself to get into a shoving match over personal territory or convictions, in the end there is little ground to be gained and much energy to be wasted. Desired change will come of itself if you are willing to let it -- the matador wins by avoiding the bull, not colliding with it.

08 Sep 05:33 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Good news or special involvements on the personal front may cause neglect and subsequent demands in career matters. However, don't get roped into more work by needy people who could just as well take care of themselves. It won't do you any harm to be known as someone who cannot be pushed too far.

08 Sep 05:44 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Good word about you comes from places you don't expect and may not even notice, but it's there nevertheless. Small compliments amass to build your position, and the more gracious you are about it, the more often they will come. What begins nearby spreads afar in time, and your reputation will proceed you.

08 Sep 07:03 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Taking the unbeaten path can net you a short cut that saves time and money, so think your way out of the box and don't be afraid to take an original leap. If you keep your feet on the ground, you can be a lightning rod for new ideas that will go to the bank with your name on
them. It's that ten percent inspiration time, sublet the 90 percent perspiration to someone else.

09 Sep 04:10 am MDT Tran-Nat
It may be easy to get into a debate, as there's an edge of contentiousness upon you, but if you do, make it about issues and not personalities. Your first instinct or reaction may need refining, so don't put your bets on the first hand you are dealt. Patience with yourself and others will reveal what cards to play.

09 Sep 09:17 am MDT Tran-Nat
Chasing after gain may give you cause to complain, as getting what/whom you want at the desired where and when just leads to one complication after another. You may have to settle for second best or some sort of compromise, unless you're willing to wait and do without and see if it all comes together later.

09 Sep 09:45 am MDT Tran-Nat
Don't allow your most cutting-edge material to be used for mere amusement. If you are not truly appreciated, or are criticized about irrelevant details, gracefully withdraw. Casting pearls before swine is a waste of your time. A discerning audience awaits you, so wait for it to come along and save your treasures.

09 Sep 02:07 pm MDT Tran-Nat
If you trust your instincts, they will not fail you. Don't bet the farm, but small risks taken with confidence pay off. One success leads to another. Fortune unfolds one moment at a time, and with patience builds an edifice of felicity. You can be lucky without having to trust in luck.

09 Sep 04:47 pm MDT Tran-Nat
If you follow well-marked roads your trip will be shorter and you won't get lost. Stick to the tried and true and don't experiment for the moment. You'll find support from elements that might otherwise pull away. Don't rock the boat and the boat will get you where you want to go. Traditional wisdom supports you, believe in it.

09 Sep 05:14 pm MDT Tran-Nat
The urge to spend swiftly and put all your eggs in one basket is great for a month or two, but watch you don't get derailed in your haste. If you must commit all your resources, watch them like a hawk and leave yourself some maneuvering room.

10 Sep 04:39 am MDT Tran-Nat
Trying to explain your way out of a hopeless situation is in itself hopeless, so don't waste the effort. If things get just too lost and confusing, pull out and try something else. Misleading information is likely the cause, so don't apologize for not cooking the meal when you don't really have the right ingredients.

10 Sep 05:11 am MDT Tran-Nat
Head and heart go hand in hand and workable solutions are available that feel as good as they work. You can put emotions into phrases that hit the mark and get your message across in more than just words. Multilevel thinking enables you to see all sides of the issue and be a friend and helpmate to all concerned.

10 Sep 05:36 am MDT Tran-Nat
One dream at a time, small hopes compounding to become great expectations, that's the
road to your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. All-consuming fantasies have their place, but building possible dreams now can make the impossible one walk right in later. Dream a little dream, for you....

10 Sep 10:08 am MDT  Tran-Nat  28º 32'
Things are not as in tune as they might be, but resolution and progress are possible through mutual recognition and compromise. Impact priorities and be ready to give on small points in order to gain on the large ones. Competition can be strong, but it makes you stronger, and this is where you earn respect and trust.

10 Sep 10:25 am MDT  Tran-Nat  17º 49'
You may find that positive new developments around you don't square with your pre-set notions, and the temptation to argue them down is great. It's probably better to keep an open mind, as a little change of personal dogma might not be a bad thing. Investigate the possibilities, but don't torture yourself over it.

10 Sep 12:24 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  29º 56'
Fleeting glimpses of larger things may come within view, but without time to follow up fully. Best to take notes on most relevant generalities, see how it may have changed by the same time next month. Big things take time.

10 Sep 02:25 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  01º 10'
Changing tides of feeling can make you a little uncertain of the mark, as intuitive answers alternately overwhelm the question or leave it high and dry. Snap decisions are probably not a great idea, so take several measurements before you come to a conclusion. By the time that's done, the waters will have quieted down.

11 Sep 00:58 am MDT  Tran-Nat  07º 34'
You've got extra support if you look for it. It's a good time to crank up your creativity and give birth to something new and exciting. You can do it by yourself, but you might find you get further if you draw other people into your plans and use their willing help to propel your propositions forward.

11 Sep 04:54 am MDT  Tran-Nat  09º 56'
The Moon's got you in tune from morning 'til noon, and well into the afternoon. Your intuition is on the mark and your reactions fit in with all around you. It's easy to agree, and most people will if you let them, so spread as much good will as possible. Agreement now will be a benchmark for cooperation down the road.

11 Sep 10:15 am MDT  Tran-Nat  13º 08'
Small signals under the table will get you everything you need without rocking the boat. A wise wink and a knowing glance will put you on the road to satisfaction, when a direct request might get you put off. Implied understandings and understood arrangements are the tools of the moment for accrued payoffs.

11 Sep 06:50 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  28º 32'
Quiet messages without red flags will relay the signals of the heart to their targets. Simply put, without fanfare, what you mean will be just what is said and what is understood. Don't try to say it all at once, but put it out a piece at a time in little packets that, taken all together, tell the complete story.
11 Sep 10:47 pm MDT Tran-Nat
This is a good time to establish your physical stride at its best, a broad, loping run that eats up the miles of life. Pick a preferred pace that you can live up to, and your energy level will actually rise and your accomplishments blossom. Wise, intuitive decisions make you fuel efficient with energy to burn.

12 Sep 02:58 am MDT Tran-Nat
Turn on the charm, aim to please, and the world will be your oyster. You're looking particularly good to all, so go ahead and pull out all the stops. Lead with your personality and you will be guaranteed center of attention.

12 Sep 02:58 am MDT Tran-Nat
You're the object of desire for the moment, so show off all you've got and cash in on the response. This time of year has you looking your best, no matter what else may be going on, and extra attention to your appearance pays off with a new look and lots of looks coming your way. Dress up for the occasion.

12 Sep 07:13 am MDT Tran-Nat
Disputes between head and heart can raise issues that consume a lot of time but don't actually resolve anything. If you can't clarify things quickly, drop the matter and move on. Resist the impulse to insist -- if it won't untwist, just cease and desist.

12 Sep 12:28 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Compatible forces surround you and it pays not to make waves, but welcome the help and share the wealth. Diplomacy and consideration will get you everywhere, so be on your best behavior and you'll be in like Flynn. Small, multiple moves are favored over big leaps, they mount up and you go just as far.

12 Sep 08:52 pm MDT Tran-Nat
A really good time of the month to start working on getting noticed, as it will be happening of itself from afar. Good words about you are getting around that will work their way directly into your life next week, so help them out where you can. Put your wares out where people can see them, and they'll snap you up.

12 Sep 10 08:52 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Quick lunar transit brings passing notoriety, an unexpected word from without that lets you know they're watching you, and not always when you're expecting it. When you raise your flag, anyone can see it, and often does, but not often with import.

12 Sep 10:19 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Occasional outbursts can get your "startle reflex" going and you may feel a bit jumpy for no particular reason. Welcome or unwelcome, surprises could be around the corner, so perk up your ears and give a listen so you won't get taken by surprise. Those footsteps you hear might herald welcome aid or annoying trouble.

13 Sep 03:10 am MDT Tran-Nat
Beef up your health, energize your resources, and get physical. The power of the mind is dependent on the strength of the body, so put something in to get something out. Treat yourself well, be a treat to others, and know that self-indulgence is sometimes the best road to self-realization.
13 Sep 04:15 am MDT  Tran-Nat  07:34'
It may be hard to take care of yourself when others at home or at work are insisting on attention. Do what you can to burn both ends of the candle, but don't push too hard, you'll just drain yourself without actually accomplishing all you want on either front. Just in time and just enough are quite sufficient.

13 Sep 06:07 am MDT  Tran-Nat  20:34'
This annual energy boost is very project-oriented and can be the point at which what you've been working hard on really starts to take off, so clear the decks for full-time pursuit of it in order to make the most of the situation while the heat is on. Throw fuel on the fire and stoke the flames higher.

13 Sep 07:19 am MDT  Tran-Nat  01:09'
Information about finances that could be important is incoming, so keep an eye out for it. Smart solutions to personal resource challenges are available if you are willing to take another look, this time from outside of the box.

13 Sep 07:35 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  16:10'
An elusive fear, a shadow from a dream may creep up on you, but simply toss it off, as you're not likely to be able to pin it down. Proceed as if you were on course, and the seemingly premonitory wind will pass unfulfilled, as it was just a memory. When you encounter a stop sign, there's a reason for it. Look both ways, then proceed.

13 Sep 10:35 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  17:49'
Sporadic slowdowns and roadblocks may interfere with your timetable, but not your final destination. Mark the shoals as you work your way around them so they won't trip you up the next time. When you know your limitations, the course becomes clearer -- take it as a lesson and don't cry over spilt milk.

14 Sep 00:47 am MDT  Tran-Nat  09:56'
What you feel is what they want, so feel free to let it all hang out and wear your heart on your sleeve. It's easy to be intimate when your sincerity is treasured and even sought after. When you accentuate the positive, you warm the cockles of anyone who wants to get to know you better, as well as old friends.

14 Sep 03:33 am MDT  Tran-Nat  20:34'
If you find yourself being pushed into situations that tax your limits, make sure they're worth the energy you expend. Repetitive stress injury, so to speak, is something you want to avoid, so do enough to get the job done properly and no more. The price of perfection may be dislocation elsewhere, so don't overdo it.

14 Sep 10:06 am MDT  Tran-Nat  04:12'
Take the time to put some effort into those small but clever ideas you haven't bothered to get around to. Then take your time doing it -- developing, refining, and perfecting. It really doesn't require as much as you think, and then you'll have something new and different going for you to add richness to your life.

14 Sep 12:35 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  25:30'
Putting in a good word on the QT will be better than hollering. Ideas slipped into the conversation will find automatic response and agreement. Low-profile exchanges will
snowball into a general consensus if you pursue quiet leadership and follow your intuition. Gentle feelings illuminate the mind.

14 Sep 01:03 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Don’t question moments of indefinite inspiration right now, trying to pin it down will mean simply losing it altogether. Just proceed blithely onward and let it gel in its own time, enjoy and savor the feelings brought out in the process. You might want to record it or write it down, as forgetfulness can erase your vision.

14 Sep 02:36 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Listen for news and advice about your resources, both financial and purely physical. Your greatest assets are between your ears, and a thriving mind requires a healthy body, so make sure that physical temple is up to supporting your head. And, of course, that takes money....

14 Sep 11:04 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Sometimes you just know it’s right and jump without hesitation. Right now that can put you well ahead of the game, as a good sense of what will work finds something sensible to work with. The general feeling all around is that your plan is the best one, so take advantage and move as far as you can.

15 Sep 02:33 am MDT Tran-Nat
The regular flow of small but innovative solutions can keep things moving without having to come up with earth-shaking changes. You needn't disturb the status quo to integrate your personal touches. They will be accepted for what they are -- original, unique, and young at heart.

15 Sep 11:04 am MDT Tran-Nat
Quiet, low-profile support carries you along. It’s a good time to get together with close friends or acquaintances and just socialize. Communication comes easy, and you can get yourself across without having to work at it. By joining in the general company, you enjoy the benefits of all.

15 Sep 12:10 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Personal acceptance is a step beyond the norm and it gives you a boost, a flirtation with excellence that can fill out if followed up after. If commitment backs off, however, let it -- it’s not something you can pin down if it chooses to flee.

15 Sep 03:32 pm MDT Tran-Nat
This internal full Moon makes you best inclined to gather the fruits of the last couple of weeks and making the best of the harvest. Projects should have adequate input by now and be winding toward completion, filling in details for next two weeks. The crop is out, now it's time to start tending to the harvest.

15 Sep 09:38 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Heightened appetites (of all sorts) are a natural this time of the month, as will be opportunities to fulfill them. Pick as you would from a smorgasbord and don’t chow down too heavily -- the taste is what counts, volume only slows you down. Variety is the spice, intensity the sweetness, whatever or whoever is involved.

16 Sep 11:53 am MDT Tran-Nat
You are biking with the wind behind you, which gives you extra smooth power that effortlessly eats up the miles. Keep up the pace without straining so when it’s time to take a rest or the wind changes, you’ll have the accomplishment you need under your belt. Sustain without strain for the greatest gain.

16 Sep 2:52 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Simple pleasures, simple fare often satisfies the most, and small bites make for better digestion. Put together enough appetizers, and you've got a meal. It's time to enjoy life's smorgasbord and sample multiple pleasures without pigging out on one. A gentle touch and a slow hand are what makes the earth move under you.

17 Sep 3:24 am MDT Tran-Nat
This is the time of the lunar month when you get an extra boost of physical energy, from your ego on out. This allows you to carry yourself farther and ride the crest of the wave that extra distance. Things play in your style, so you don't have to strain. For a couple of days, you've got extra cards, so play them.

17 Sep 8:32 am MDT Tran-Nat
Resist the temptation to overdo, physically or emotionally, to the point of diminishing returns. It's easy to trip wearing seven-league boots, so if you're not steady on the first step or two, downsize or wait to proceed until you've got your balance. Your initial take will require refinement, so don't expect to score with your first shot.

17 Sep 12:52 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Good word about you comes from places you don't expect and may not even notice, but it's there nevertheless. Small compliments amass to build your position, and the more gracious you are about it, the more often they will come. What begins nearby spreads afar in time, and your reputation will proceed you.

17 Sep 2:31 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Taking the unbeaten path can net you a short cut that saves time and money, so think your way out of the box and don’t be afraid to take an original leap. If you keep your feet on the ground, you can be a lightning rod for new ideas that will go to the bank with your name on them. It's that ten percent inspiration time, sublet the 90 percent perspiration to someone else.

18 Sep 02:01 am MDT Tran-Nat
Skullduggery may be afoot and you may get just enough of a peak to take precautions, but not enough to be really sure of its focus. Sudden decisions now can turn to disaster easily, so cover perimeters, wait for the action.

18 Sep 1:54 pm MDT Tran-Nat
What you feel is right and true, and what you aspire to, may seem a bit at odds with circumstance right now, but debating the issues will likely not bring much clarity. Where you beg to differ, beg off and let it ride. Things have a way of clearing up by themselves both inside and out, so let them.

18 Sep 02:16 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Mixed emotions may be the flavor of the day, and trying to sort them out verbally can be a knotty and ultimately unsatisfying process. Half an explanation is better than exhausting dissection of raw nerves, so patch things up as best you can and let circumstances take care
of the rest.

18 Sep 02:17 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  16° 10'  
If you trust your instincts, they will not fail you. Don't bet the farm, but small risks taken with confidence pay off. One success leads to another. Fortune unfolds one moment at a time, and with patience builds an edifice of felicity. You can be lucky without having to trust in luck.

18 Sep 05:36 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  17° 49'  
If you follow well-marked roads your trip will be shorter and you won't get lost. Stick to the tried and true and don't experiment for the moment. You'll find support from elements that might otherwise pull away. Don't rock the boat and the boat will get you where you want to go. Traditional wisdom supports you, believe in it.

19 Sep 01:13 am MDT  Tran-Nat  16° 10'  
Don’t be goaded into forcing the situation just to have your way. You may be lured into actions you will later regret, even if only because they are a waste of time. If you can't go around it, go under or over it, or just back away. A struggle will get you nowhere and only tire you out. Be like water, not like rock.

19 Sep 09:02 am MDT  Tran-Nat  25° 30'  
Flashes of insight and solutions to problems are likely to surface in conjunction with the general energy high during these few days. Don't force them, just let them appear and scoop them up as you speed along, your momentum will be lost if you tarry too long. Swing your mallet like a polo player on the gallop.

19 Sep 09:33 am MDT  Tran-Nat  25° 45'  
One dream at a time, small hopes compounding to become great expectations, that's the road to your pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. All-consuming fantasies have their place, but building possible dreams now can make the impossible one walk right in later. Dream a little dream, for you....

19 Sep 08:28 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  01° 10'  
Subtle feelings and intangible but reliable intuition allow increasing buildup of emotional communication, as plans come ever closer to realization. Slow and easy swings you along at just the right pace, there's no hurry to completion. It will come in its own time. Enjoy the journey.

20 Sep 00:56 am MDT  Tran-Nat  03° 22'  
Getting noticed and getting the job done may not seem to go hand in hand, as personal issues may overlap professional obligations. Don't expect the best of both worlds, but make sure you get your piece of each. Personal and partner issues will dominate for the moment. You can pick up on the rest later.

20 Sep 02:37 am MDT  Tran-Nat  04° 12'  
Riled-up emotions can stir up harsh words, so watch your mouth and think before you speak. It's easy to get into a pointless argument, so when in doubt, agree to disagree if at all possible. Don't let annoying disagreements get your goat -- put your patience hat on and do your best to act like a saint. It's something to shoot for, anyway.

20 Sep 09:18 am MDT  Tran-Nat  17° 49'
If you're asked to provide a shoulder to lean on, do it with care and watch out for those who repeatedly take without returning the appreciation due you. Hangers-on can hang you up with flattery that turns to complaint, taking advantage of your reliability to no useful end. Be polite, but brush them off.

20 Sep 01 09:27 am MDT Tran-Nat 07:34' 07:34'
Monthly lunar peak gives momentary boost to ego and confidence, a brief reminder of how good you can be when you're on. Observation now will let you do it with greater regularity -- shine, but remember how you did it so it becomes a habit.

20 Sep 09:27 am MDT Tran-Nat 07:34' 07:34'
This is a really good time of the month to get noticed, so get out there and take charge. Things will generally get busier, reserve extra time on your schedule for unanticipated appointments or prolonged, profitable personal engagements. The spotlight turns up, and you're on stage -- perform!

20 Sep 02:15 pm MDT Tran-Nat 09:56' 09:56'
The Moon's got you in tune from morning 'til noon, and well into the afternoon. Your intuition is on the mark and your reactions fit in with all around you. It's easy to agree, and most people will if you let them, so spread as much good will as possible. Agreement now will be a benchmark for cooperation down the road.

20 Sep 02:32 pm MDT Tran-Nat 13:08' 13:08'
You may want it so bad you can taste it, but figuring out exactly how to get it all can be a knotty problem, indeed. The tendency to be too choosy and too critical of what's presented you can kill the goose that lays the golden egg, so if you can't have your way entirely, have it half way and enjoy what's there.

20 Sep 08:47 pm MDT Tran-Nat 13:08' 13:08'
Small signals under the table will get you everything you need without rocking the boat. A wise wink and a knowing glance will put you on the road to satisfaction, when a direct request might get you put off. Implied understandings and understood arrangements are the tools of the moment for accrued payoffs.

21 Sep 02:55 am MDT Tran-Nat 16:10' 16:10'
It can seem too easy to simply push your way through, but right now you'll find that can be a losing strategy. The more you shove, the more resistance you get. It's not paranoia, but it's not really a plot, either. Just back off and the whole problem vanishes. Take another route.

21 Sep 06:18 am MDT Tran-Nat 17:49' 17:49'
Don't let negative thinking get you down -- criticism for its own sake is a waste of time. Lack of confidence can take the wind out of your sails, so believe in yourself even when others don't. Sail straight and true through the currents of self-doubt and ignore the sometimes jealous remarks of others who would see you give up.

21 Sep 10:15 am MDT Tran-Nat 28:32' 28:32'
Asserting yourself by just being yourself will get you everything. There's no need pressure to make your mark or assure your space, the offer of cooperation will get you all you want or require. It's the season to cruise along quietly and see what you have in common with others like yourself.
A tweak of energy and an inclination to rash moves may be harnessed to give you an extra push if you're aware of it. Otherwise it's only an opportunity to trip over a sudden slight acceleration. Good for when it's hard to get going at first. Eschew sudden outbursts, embrace strong passion.

Illusions and delusions can wear the mask of true inspiration, so thread your way among them to the truth and don't fall for the first fantasy that comes to mind. Possibilities may evaporate as quickly as they appear, and that is for the best -- better to let them go than seize on what will not support you.

Compatible forces surround you and it pays not to make waves, but welcome the help and share the wealth. Diplomacy and consideration will get you everywhere, so be on your best behavior and you'll be in like Flynn. Small, multiple moves are favored over big leaps, they mount up and you go just as far.

Lunar finance peak brings a flurry of monetary activity, perhaps a quick find or mini-crisis, but it passes quickly. Keep its brevity in mind so you don't lay heavy bets on a passing fancy, unless other longer-range cycles are much in focus with this as trigger.

According to the latest information, you're on the right track, and if you have faith in your sources, you indeed are. The ability to address forceful solutions and be ready to roll over obstacles sends the message that you are serious and beckons the crowd to part when you pass. Don't flinch and you're home free.

Health and wealth conspire to put you on the map, so tend your resources and they will tend you. Fitness and energy is as important as what's in your wallet, and that alone can give you the appearance of success. Make sure the daily routine is fine-tuned and you'll be hearing about it from admirers.

Whatever you're doing, don't stop now -- it's hot, and so are you. Shake your booty and the camera will zoom in, strike a pose and the flash bulbs pop. You've got to move to be noticed, however, so don't choose now to take a coffee break. Put out your hand, and there will be someone there to seize it.

Small aberrations and wanderings from the main highway will get you everything. Explore those byways, there may be gold in them thar' hills. Just off the well-beaten path you'll find the scenic route where you can stake your claim ahead of the pack. In short, it's time to cash in on the mildly unusual -- tune into it.

It may be easy to get into a debate, as there's an edge of contentiousness upon you, but if you do, make it about issues and not personalities. Your first instinct or reaction may need
refining, so don’t put your bets on the first hand you are dealt. Patience with yourself and others will reveal what cards to play.

23 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 05:12 am MDT Tran-Nat
Resist the temptation to get on your and everybody else’s nerves by needling people or repeating yourself too much. A feeling of urgency to get things done is contrasted by the environment’s seeming reluctance to let it happen all the way. Do the best you can -- put in your comment, and then move on.

23 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 09:51 am MDT Tran-Nat
Chasing after gain may give you cause to complain, as getting what/whom you want at the desired where and when just leads to one complication after another. You may have to settle for second best or some sort of compromise, unless you’re willing to wait and do without and see if it all comes together later.

23 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 02:48 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Good information from reliable channels should be all you need to shore you up and keep things in repair. Clearing and cleaning away the cobwebs from your information sources will make sure that when the lines falter, you’ll still be in contact. Telling small truths now will cement contacts you can rely on later.

23 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 03:58 pm MDT Tran-Nat
There’s a feeling that the Force is with you, and if you lay back and let circumstances float your boat, it most certainly is. Simply will away obstacles and they will crumble in your path. Envision what you need and it will appear for you right on time. Have faith, and you will have had reason to.

23 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 07:20 pm MDT Tran-Nat
Showing your feelings may not be the best thing to do right now. Keeping to yourself could save you from unwanted entanglements. Be staunch, do not stoop to complain, and you will gain the respect of all for your worldly reticence. Send requests through channels and things will flow more easily.

24 Sep ☉ ☉ 02 02:21 am MDT Tran-Nat
Solar money cycle peak gives the year’s maximum attention to finance and personal goods, it lets you wheel and deal with greater freedom and support than usual. Improved cash flow vs. demand is likely, but don’t roll with it too heavily, put some aside for leaner times.

24 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 10:51 am MDT Tran-Nat
Putting in a good word on the QT will be better than hollering. Ideas slipped into the conversation will find automatic response and agreement. Low-profile exchanges will snowball into a general consensus if you pursue quiet leadership and follow your intuition. Gentle feelings illuminate the mind.

24 Sep ☉ ☉ ☉ 11:22 am MDT Tran-Nat
Use the everyday reality around you as fuel for the ideal world of your imagination and you’ll find yourself a general inspiration to all. When hope and belief are applied hands-on to the real world, the inner self can make its mark on the outer and the stuff of dreams coming true becomes your instrument to play.
Things are not as in tune as they might be, but resolution and progress are possible through mutual recognition and compromise. Impact priorities and be ready to give on small points in order to gain on the large ones. Competition can be strong, but it makes you stronger, and this is where you earn respect and trust.

Telephone storm, hasty social get-togethers, and communication overloads come and go. A good time to get quick points across with maximum brevity so it all fits in and is clear in the future -- wasted words come all too easy here.

A broad scope or general sweep come easier now, leave details until there's time for them later. If you get the principle of the thing now, you can extrapolate the rest as it develops -- and it's lots easier than doing it the other way around. Feelings swell, emotions rise, for a time the heart grows another size.

Quiet, low-profile support carries you along. It's a good time to get together with close friends or acquaintances and just socialize. Communication comes easy, and you can get yourself across without having to work at it. By joining in the general company, you enjoy the benefits of all.

There's no slip between the cup and the lip right now, so don't have a second thought about quaffing down your favorite pleasures, whatever or whomever they might be. You'll probably have plenty of time to justify What your heart tells you it wants to your brain, so relax and enjoy it, it's for you.

Your sense of the situation is probably pretty accurate, especially if you're telling yourself to let sleeping dogs lie, and allow general agreement to form without making a bid deal of it. Exude emotional stability (or at least pretend to) and you'll find yourself brought in as expert and friend.

Ask and you shall receive. 'Tis the season, while it lasts (for a day or so), so if you want it, go for it. Part of it is about intuitively knowing just what to ask for, what's really available, and who's in the mood for giving. Go with your feelings and you'll be surprised at what's at your command.

Resources, human and otherwise, are making themselves available to support you, so take what's offered and use it wisely. What people have to say about you is dependent on your healthy use of yourself and what you possess, and both are looking good. Accept praise, then cash in on it while it's hot.

You are biking with the wind behind you, which gives you extra smooth power that effortlessly eats up the miles. Keep up the pace without straining so when it's time to take a rest or the
wind changes, you'll have the accomplishment you need under your belt. Sustain without strain for the greatest gain.

26 Sep 06:19 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  
Those who hang on your every word can also hang you up and drain you dry without so much as a thank-you. If putting your dreams on display evokes criticism, keep them to yourself -- there's no need to see your visions trampled. Set them aside and let them mature and you'll soon find plenty to share and enliven them.

26 Sep 10:31 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  
Disputes between head and heart can raise issues that consume a lot of time but don't actually resolve anything. If you can't clarify things quickly, drop the matter and move on. Resist the impulse to insist -- if it won't untwist, just cease and desist.

27 Sep 04:27 am MDT  Tran-Nat  
The Moon is in your element, and so are you. Like minds and hearts gravitate toward you -- together you could rule the world, or ought to. Use this smooth energy to make big strides, conquer new ground so you'll be in ever better position when the situation is less ideal. Make time.

27 Sep 04:54 am MDT  Tran-Nat  
About now you may find that some of your leading-edge positions have become mainstream, but don't look at it as being taken for granted -- just quietly use the acceptance to do what you do even better. It's time to put your inventiveness to use, not to break the mold, but to let your originality shine.

27 Sep 01:48 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  
You may do well to turn your energies inward for a bit and clean things up on the home front. Tie up loose ends, fulfill delayed promises, and generally pull yourself together. You can't make a home run if you can't see home base, so sweep it clean for that future dash to score.

27 Sep 04:01:48 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  
An eye to your back-up, extra fuel tanks, and general supply lines marks this lunar transit -- making sure that things are in control back on the farm (they may let you know, for sure, at this time!). Resolving issues at your rear allows for the next advance.

27 Sep 03:25 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  
The itch to break away from the normal path and do something radical may have to be resisted but it shouldn't be ignored. Perhaps it's just what's needed, but only if you do it with decisiveness and clarity, as you probably won't be able to take it back. A peek into the unusual can be both entertaining and edifying.

27 Sep 09:53 pm MDT  Tran-Nat  
It may be hard to take care of yourself when others at home or at work are insisting on attention. Do what you can to burn both ends of the candle, but don't push too hard, you'll just drain yourself without actually accomplishing all you want on either front. Just in time and just enough are quite sufficient.

28 Sep 02:38 am MDT  Tran-Nat  
Desires too hotly pursued often cloy, and the more you push, the less satisfactory the result. If
the first couple of tries don't get you all you want, figure that's all you're reasonably going to
get for the moment -- save your energy for a new need that will require your loose juice to
satisfy.

28 Sep 02:15 pm MDT Tran-Nat 16:10'
Stop and go traffic is a fact of life, so don't let it get to you. When you just can't push through,
wait a bit and things will clear ahead, then take another step. Resistance is brief but strong,
so avoid small confrontations that will go away on their own. Relax, turn your radio on, and
blow off the bumper to bumper.

28 Sep 05:23 pm MDT Tran-Nat 17:49'
Sudden realization of overall requirements and dimensions can give you a better handle on
what's really. Clear demands are more easily met and you know where you stand when the
possible and impossible are sorted out. Limitations become clear, so they become easier to
work around.

28 Sep 06:35 pm MDT Tran-Nat 25:30'
Small, regular messages through the usual channels can mount up to a big story right now,
so listen well pass along what you hear. Don't try to say it all at once, just let the pieces of the
puzzle put themselves together until everything is clear as day. There is nothing to hide and
nothing to expose, all will be revealed in the end.

28 Sep 10:32 pm MDT Tran-Nat 20:34'
If you find yourself being pushed into situations that tax your limits, make sure they're worth
the energy you expend. Repetitive stress injury, so to speak, is something you want to avoid,
so do enough to get the job done properly and no more. The price of perfection may be
dislocation elsewhere, so don't overdo it.

28 Sep 10:50 pm MDT Tran-Nat 25:45'
The ability to put nonverbal images into words is a precious commodity, one you can trade on
for the moment. Even blindfolded, you'll be able to pin the tale on the dream and speak for
others who are not so articulate. The trick will be to remember later how you did it now, so
keep an eye on the monitor and watch your performance.

28 Sep 11:55 pm MDT Tran-Nat 28:32'
If you aim to please, you will, and when others want you you'll find pleasure in giving them
satisfaction. This is not necessarily high passion, but that warm feeling in the belly that comes
from mutual pleasure and gratification. Small fulfillments gather to make great rewards, so
give in to the feeling.

29 Sep 07:44 am MDT Tran-Nat 25:30'
Head and heart go hand in hand and workable solutions are available that feel as good as
they work. You can put emotions into phrases that hit the mark and get your message across
in more than just words. Multilevel thinking enables you to see all sides of the issue and be a
friend and helpmate to all concerned.

29 Sep 08:12 am MDT Tran-Nat 25:45'
Your usual clarity may come only in fits and starts as the inner dream world surfaces
occasionally and distracts the mind while inspiring the heart. If you are quick, you can use
one state of mind to draw out the other -- or they can just trip each other up before either
really gets going. See what you can do.

29 Sep 06:10 pm MDT Tran-Nat 01:10'
Subtle feelings and intangible but reliable intuition allow increasing buildup of emotional communication, as plans come ever closer to realization. Slow and easy swings you along at just the right pace, there's no hurry to completion. It will come in its own time. Enjoy the journey.

30 Sep 05:50 am MDT Tran-Nat 07:34'
You've got extra support if you look for it. It's a good time to crank up your creativity and give birth to something new and exciting. You can do it by yourself, but you might find you get further if you draw other people into your plans and use their willing help to propel your propositions forward.

30 Sep 06:53 am MDT Tran-Nat 08:09'
This is a good time to let your hair down and enjoy before someone else lets it down instead. Let urge carry you, as tight schedules will get snarled if you fight it. R&R is not just time off, it's renewal, putting more in the pipeline on return.

30 Sep 10:06 am MDT Tran-Nat 09:56'
A good time to wind up projects, particularly emotional ones; this point of completion bears the next month's beginnings and allows you to regear to start things up anew. Look ahead at the next few days to see how quickly to reengage or just take a break. Consult your Lunar Return chart to see what the next month will bring.

30 Sep 03:51 pm MDT Tran-Nat 13:08'
So near, yet so far away. You may find your reach exceeds your grasp, and like King Tantalus, the grapes you seek are just beyond your fingertips. Don't strain yourself stretching, be content with what's at hand until they move closer, which they will. Just keep a positive attitude, so they won't be sour grapes when they finally fall into your lap.

30 Sep 09:38 pm MDT Tran-Nat 28:32'
It may be difficult to communicate your inner message, and sometimes trying to explain it to death just makes it worse. If you can't get yourself heard on one issue, drop it and try another. Carping on about the same subject will just get annoying for everyone. Better to be partly understood and leave it at that.